
West Jessamine Middle School 
Technology Committee Meeting Minutes 

February 16, 2017 
 

Stan Frazier called the meeting to order at 4:07pm. 
 
Present: 
Julie Moberly 
Stan Frazier 
Carla Garrison 
Bob Moore 
Patricia Carnes 
Jennifer Howard 
Barbara Hamilton 
Matthew Simpson 
 
  

Absent: 
John Devney 
Bobbi Williams, Teacher 
David Farmwald, Teacher 
Heather Labarbara, Teacher 
Angela Lewis, Teacher 
 

Approve Agenda  
Motion to approve:  Tricia Carnes, second Bob Moore 
Approved by Consensus 

 
Public Comment 

None 
 
Old Business 

Review Survey Responses 
 

● Matt Simpson discussed a recent meeting with DTO regarding use of technology  With 
85% of those surveyed wanting to move forward with 1:1 technology, we will find a way 
even if it is with a pilot program.  

 
Discussion centered around identifying two teachers to serve as pilot program with an 
application process. This would not be true 1:1, but would allow us to begin. Discussion 
continued around whether the two teachers would be grade-level teaching partners - 2 
or maybe 4 if they shared the cart. Applications would need to address how they would 
use chromebooks to go digital and evaluate its effectiveness. 

 
New Business 

Feasibility Study of a 1:1 
 

● Concerns of feasibility of 1:1 technology was discussed. (See “Review Survey 
Responses” above) 

 



Needs Assessment Plan 
 

● Budget is still an issue. Matt Simpson and Stan Frazier spoke with Erin Waggoner and 
looking at survey data, it does appear a good number of students do have access to 
technology at home. 

 
At the same meeting, they discussed a pilot program to implement over time beginning 
with the 6th grade students, then moving through 7-8 grades. 

 
Plan for the Care of Technology 

 
● As we move forward, Julie Moberly brought up the concern about specifics of investment 

and accountability on the user (student’s) end. Maybe a “lease to own” type contract 
where they own the chromebook at end of their time at middle school. 

 
Jennifer Howard brought up Ck12.org - digital textbook resource to build your own texts that 
students can use.  
 
Mrs. Garrison reminded us of the cost of an additional storage cart ($1000) for charging 
purposes that would need to be available. 
 
Action Steps: 
 
Research student user agreements and rights/responsibilities of 1:1 devices at other schools. 
Create a more specific survey for grade levels to assess comfort level and obstacles to 
chromebooks being implemented at a specific grade level next year.  
Continue to address budget/grant funding to meet feasibility of 1:1 at WJMS. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:03 p.m.  The next meeting will be Thursday, March 16, 2017 
 
 

http://ck12.org/

